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 Because of the growing popularity of use of telephone, the number of users is 
growing. When customer calls a personal user hotline, the hotline may be busy, no 
answer etc. In this case, in terms of corporate, if the call is not timely follow-up 
treatment, it will greatly reduce the corporate image, leading to loss of business and 
customer resources.In addition, advertising as an important adjunct to enhance 
corporate reputation and product sales have been indispensable.However, the current 
television advertising, online advertising, and other major form of advertising not 
only higher costs, but the audience is too broad, not specific, the efficiency is 
low.How to refine the audience, accurate advertising and low cost to achieve precision 
marketing has become an important challenge for the current. 
To solve these problems, design and implement a SMS auto-reply system based on 
a telecom company’s business. When customers call the hotline, the system will give an 
automatic SMS reply, which is preset, according to the busy, connected or no answer 
and so on,in order to reducing the loss of customer resources, establish a corporate 
image and achieve accurate advertising. Users can manage and maintain theirs’ 
automatic reply contents, check all incoming calls and reply with details, control send 
frequency and flow from the Web client login system.The system uses B/S architecture 
design to build Web services, and finally, the precision SMS auto-reply system was 
implemented according to the use of technologies of Load balancing algorithm, 
combined signaling frequency filtering mechanisms and control algorithms, etc. 
The designed and implemented SMS auto-reply system based on signaling 
analysis enablespre-established SMS by user real-time auto-reply when user’s hotline 
is busy, no answer, or after the call, which effectively improve the image of individual 
users, reduce the loss of business opportunities. The system can achieve the desired 
results. 
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维护和升级系统[14]。B/S 架构技术如图 2.2 所示。 
 
 
图 2.2 B/S 架构 
 
2.1.3P2P 架构技术 
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